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▶ Average time to first decision of 21 days
▶ Over 10,000 article accesses per month
▶ A broad scope journal covering all aspects of botany

Encompassing all aspects of botany, Botanical Studies publishes high quality articles across a wide range of plant biology, including but not limited to morphology, development, genetics, evolution, reproduction, systematics, and biodiversity of all plant groups, algae, and fungi. Botanical Studies is affiliated with the Institute of Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, Taiwan. Served by a well-established Editorial Board, the journal provides authors with quick editorial decisions and attracts a large readership from around the world.
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Giving authors in their area of expertise the opportunity to publish open access
▶ High visibility thanks to unrestricted online access
▶ Rigorous peer-review and high-quality author services
▶ Creative Commons licensed – authors retain copyright
▶ Citation tracking and inclusion in bibliographic databases
▶ Easy compliance with open access mandates